Cheat Sh
heet for adv
visors:
How
H to adviise studentss that must start in MA
ATH 015
MAT 015 (5
credits) @ Ivyy
Tech

Math 00100
0@
IUPUI

Maath 11000 @
IUPUI

Math 11100 @
IUPUI

Math
M118/M119/

Math
15300/15900 or
M118/M119/
13000 @ IUPUI

000 @ IUPUI
130

MAT 035 (5
credits) @ Ivy
Tech

Math
M118/M119/
13000 @ IUPUI

There arre two new math
h sequences at Ivy
I Tech. Most IUPUI
I
students that start at Ivy
y Tech will do soo because they pplaced too low ffor any IUPUI
math, m
meaning they mu
ust start in MAT
TH 015 (or even in Adult Basic Education).
ATH 015 (5 cred
dits) sequence leeads to MAT 03
35 (5 credits). To
ogether these co
ourses cover maaterials more bassic than our 001100, but also Maath
The MA
00100, aand Math 11000
0. If a student co
ompletes MATH
H 035 at Ivy Tecch, they are NOT eligible to go in to Math 15300 or higher at IIUPUI (though
exceptioons to this rule can
c be found on the advisor section of the math
h website – www
w.math.iupui.eddu/placement). M
MATH 035 at Ivvy Tech will
follow thhe same guideliines as MATH 11000
1
at IUPUI. For instance, if students receiv
ve an “A” in MA
ATH 035, they will be eligible to enter into
MATH 15300 at IUPUII upon advisor’ss request.
The otheer math sequencce is MATH 023
3 leading to MA
ATH 043, both 3 credits each. Iff students take tthis sequence, thheir courses willl transfer in as
00100 aand 11100. A stu
udent may only enter the MATH
H 023-043 sequ
uence if s/he testts into or above that level at Ivyy Tech.

For studdents in Math 01
15 that will need
d to progress thrru Math 11000
(IUPUI)) and higher:

For stu
udents in MATH
H 015 that will nneed to progress thru Math 111
100
(IIUPUI) and high
her:

It wouldd be preferable for
f students who
o need Math 111
100 to get to IU
UPUI sooner to ensure
e
a smoothh transition and aavoid any discreepancy in the
materiall, so taking MAT
TH 00100 after MATH 015 is PREFERRED
P
.
H
Anotherr option is to sw
witch tracks. If a student DOES NOT
N
do well in
n MATH 015 att Ivy Tech (i.e. llow C), they maay want to switcch to take MATH
023 (3 ccr.) and then MA
ATH 043 (3 cr.) @ Ivy Tech or Math 11100 @ IUPUI. MATH
H 043 is equivaleent to MATH 11100.
p
dit by exam for M
MATH 11100 aat IUPUI to deteermine if they arre
Finally, if a student doees really well in MATH 035 theey could take a proficiency/cred
0 at IUPUI or to
o receive credit for
f MATH 1110
00.
ready foor MATH 15300

